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Abomination started out as a Saiga semiauto 12
gauge. Milo shortened its barrel to 12”; added a Vang
Comped, modified choke; fitted an ACE stock with
recoil pad, a FAL pistol grip; equipped it with an
EOTech holographic site (night vision compatible, of
course) and a full rail system to mount lights or IR
illuminators (or, as featured in this book, a Tula 6G15
40mm grenade launcher). Milo then converted it to
select fire, with a rate of about
700 rpm on full auto. The gun
feeds from a combination of
10-round box magazines and
20-round drums (Larry wrote
the 20-round drums into MHI
well before they actually
existed in real life, so in that
sense he was a bit of a vision-
ary). Naturally, Abomination
has a folding silver spike bay-
onet for those “up close and
personal” werewolf encoun-
ters. When Owen asks Milo
about Abomination, “Exactly
how many gun laws does this
break?” Milo begins to count
on his fingers before giving up
and answering, “All of them.”

In addition to being a
major shotgun fan himself,
Larry Correia is also a major fan of Dillon reloading
equipment. “I learned to reload on a Dillon RL
550B. My neighbor had this great reloading room
that he let me use whenever I wanted. I’d come over
every few weeks and load five hundred or a thou-
sand rounds at a time. That Dillon press was slick.
Reloading was easy, fast, and simple. Sadly, my
neighbor moved, and I didn’t have space for my own
reloading area. Luckily I’m in the process of building
a house so that I can have my own reloading room.

I’m excited to get myself a new Dillon press.”
As a Baen book, Monster Hunter International has

obviously received a much wider circulation than
when Larry Correia was self-publishing it, and has
gone from being the book that no agent wanted to –
in November 2009 – reaching the Locus bestseller
list. By the time you read this, the sequel to MHI
titled Monster Hunter Vendetta will be out on the

stands (though it was avail-
able as a digital download
from Baen, a leader in
embracing the e-book con-
cept, for months before that).
There are several other Mon-
ster Hunter novels planned.
Larry says, “I’m currently
collaborating on a new sci-
ence-fiction series with John
Ringo. I’ve also got another
series coming out in Spring
2011 that I think your read-
ers will love called The
Grimnoir Chronicles. The first
book is called Hard Magic.
It’s an alternative history/fan-
tasy set in 1932, featuring a
secret organization battling
the forces of Imperial Japan,
and is led by Black Jack Per-

shing and John Moses Browning. Lots of BARs,
Thompsons, Lewis guns, and a teleporting magic
ninja fight on top of a flaming pirate dirigible. Yes, it
really is that awesome. If I just write the books I’ve
already got outlined, and if I give up sleep, I should
have them all banged out by 2016.”

I plan to be along for the ride. If you love guns,
and you love great fiction, I might respectfully and
heartily suggest you hop aboard, too. This is gonna
be FUN, people.
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By the time you read this, the sequel to MHI,
titled Monster Hunter Vendetta, will have been
released. The success of his books has allowed

Larry to begin writing another series. At right is
the cover for the first book of The Grimnoir

Chronicles, upcoming in 2011.

By Mark Pixler
I only had the privilege of knowing Jim Cirillo

for a short while before his untimely death as the
result of an auto accident in 2007. Jim
was legendary not only as a master
gunfighter, but also as a master story-
teller, and I’d always hoped for the
opportunity to sit with him and listen to
some of his stories over a glass (or two)
of bourbon. Alas, that was never to be. 

What I CAN do is listen to an inter-
view Duane Thomas did with Jim in 1999, that
was eventually turned into a two-part article on
Jim’s gunfights in two succeeding issues of SWAT
magazine. In the interview, Jim discusses the histo-
ry of the formation of the New York City Police
Stakeout Unit (SOU), and the details about several
of his gunfights. Jim’s first gunfight was – in fact –
the first gunfight in the unit’s history, and took

place on his first stakeout, which was only the sec-
ond stakeout the SOU ever conducted! That par-
ticular gunfight became so famous it motivated Jeff

Cooper to design a shooting exercise
around it called “The Cirillo Drill.”
After such a spectacular beginning, it’s
no surprise that Jim was involved in a
total of 17 different armed encounters
during his time with the SOU.

Duane recently re-discovered the
original audiotape stored in his

archives, and knew that anyone familiar with Jim’s
reputation would appreciate hearing it, because:
“It’s brutal, entertaining, and at times achingly
funny stuff, all told by a fabulous raconteur who’d
had 30 years to polish the stories smooth.”

The Jim Cirillo interview is 45 minutes long, 
available as an audio download from 

self-defense-handgun.com and costs $14.95.

“Long Lost” Jim Cirillo Interview Now Available as an Audio Download!
DP
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